Public Notice

Objection Tracker/ Challenge of Answer Keys

The Delhi University Entrance Test (DUET-2019) is being conducted by the NTA from 3rd July 2019 to 8th July 2019 in three shifts/session. The Master Question Papers (with dummy answers) are being uploaded on the following link:-

http://ntaexam.cbtexam.in/MasterQP/ListOfMasterQps.aspx

The procedure (as enclosed) for challenge of Answer Key may be used.

The Objection Tracker/ Challenge of Answer Keys will be made live after completion of all the exams, on 9th July 2019 on the following link:-

http://ntaobjection.cbtexam.in:8080

The link will remain active for further 48 hours for candidates to raise Objections.

The Objection Tracker/ Challenge of Answer Keys (along with Candidate Response Sheets) will be made live from 10:00 AM of 9th July 2019 and will remain active till 10:00 AM of 11th July 2019 for the following Entrance Test (Courses/ Programmes):-

| Course                                         | Department                                      | Course                                         |
|------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------|
| L.L.B.                                         | B.P.Ed. (Department of Physical Education & Sports Sciences) | B.Ed.                                          |
| *B.Tech. (IT & Mathematical Innovations) (Cluster Innovation Centre) | *JAT BMS/BBA (FIA) & B.A. (Hons.) Business Economics (Shift-I) | *JAT BMS/BBA (FIA) & B.A. (Hons.) Business Economics (Shift-II) |
| *B.A. (Honours) Multimedia and Mass Communication (Only for female students) | M.A. Sociology | M.A. Applied Psychology |
| M.Phil./Ph.D. in African Studies               | M.P.Ed. (Department of Physical Education & Sports Sciences) | B.Ed. Special Education (Mental Retardation) (Only for Females) |

For all other Entrance Test(s) (Courses/ Programmes), the schedule of Objection Tracker/ Challenge of Answer Keys (along with Candidate Response Sheets) shall be notified later.

The challenges received shall be placed before the Subject Expert(s). The decision of Subject Expert(s) shall be final. Thereafter the **Final Key** shall be uploaded and the result shall be compiled based on the final key.

Sr. Director
National Testing Agency (NTA)
Procedure - Objection Tracker/ Challenge of Answer Keys

1. Candidate will login through his/ her existing login credentials using the link http://ntaobjection.cbtexam.in:8080

2. Steps for Submitting Objections:
   
   i. **Download** the Response Sheet
   
   ii. **Download** ‘Master QP PDF’ for viewing ‘Interim Key’
       (Questions and Options will appear in Master Copy pattern).
   
   iii. To raise any Objection, Click on ‘Objection Form’ and submit
        the Objection. The ‘Question ID’ and ‘Option ID’ needs to be
        referred for submitting Objections.

3. An email containing the Link for downloading Response sheet will be sent to
   the candidates as per the schedule in the Public Notice.

4. Preview of Objection Tracker/ Challenge of Answer Keys, first page (The Actual
   design of page might differ on the actual link, however, all the content and items
   will remain the same).

5. Type of drop downs for raising Objections:
   
   a. All Answer Options are incorrect
   b. Correct Answer Option given in Master QP PDF is wrong
   c. Given Question is incomplete/ wrong
   d. More than one Answer Options are correct
   e. Others